Extensive Reading Report

Keep all of these reports and fill in one per book, material, source you read. You must make your own copies of these handouts, and you can download replacements from http://winjeel.com. Andrew may randomly collect or demand to see any of report for any particular week. Keep all your reports well organised and in order for easy auditing. Some information cannot be filled in, in such a case write “NA”. Any report without sufficient information may receive a zero mark.

Graded Reader or other ER source:

Name of book or title: ____________________________________________

Publisher or URL: ________________________________________________

Level: ____________

Word count: ________ words. Headwords: ______

Words read: ____________ words.

Shelf / Call number: ____________

Year of publication: ____________

Summary

Write a summary of what you read.

Your opinion

Write your opinion or reaction. You could include what you agreed or disagreed with.
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NB: You may receive 0% for plagiarism.
Extensive Reading Discussion

Use these questions as a guide to start talking about your reading. Of course, please create your own questions on the spot.

- How many books did you read this week? / How many words did you read?
  - How many new or interesting words or phrases did you discover?
    - What new words or phrases did you write into your vocabulary notebook?
- What was the most interesting thing you read this week?
  - What was it about? (+ many questions)
  - Have you experienced anything like that?
  - Have you heard of this happening before?
  - Would you recommend other people to read the book? Where did you find the book?
- Thanks. Who’s next?